THE BIKELID® IS A PATENTED FORM OF SECURE, BIKE
PARKING THAT PROVIDES ONE OR TWO BICYCLES SUPERIOR
PROTECTION FROM THE ELEMENTS, VANDALS AND THEFT.
Made in the USA, the standard BikeLid® parks two bicycles with
handlebars up to 26-inches wide. Single BikeLids are available and
accommodate extra-wide handlebars up to 36-inches wide.

Durable with Graffiti
Resistant Shell
BikeLid has a tough, UV and graffiti
resistant polyethylene shell that
protects bikes and components
from the weather, theft and
vandalism. The shell is further
strengthened by a steel frame,
which pivots on an axel, lift-assisted
by an industrial compression spring.

Easy to Install

Units are delivered fully assembled
and can be installed on any ground
surface, from earth to concrete,
around 20 minutes. The unit
occupies less than 26 square feet
for two bikes.

Secure Double Lock

Bikes can be locked to the inner
guide or frame, and the lid can be
locked over the bike(s) using the
cyclist’s own lock(s).

Sustainable and Ecological
Secure, long-term bike parking is
the key to meeting sustainability
goals and encouraging bicycle
commuting.

Approved by Security and Police
BikeLids meet homeland security
requirements for monitoring
without opening. The design deters
storing non-bike property and
discourages habitation.
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BikeLid® Options

How to lift, park and lock
your Bike in BikeLid®
1. Lift the Lid
3. Lock

2. Park the Bike

Sample Configurations

BIKELID SECURITY BOOT
Using the “lock boot”, agencies can prevent “rules of use abusers” or non-

paying customers from retrieving their bike until the appropriate fees are paid.

CUSTOM COLORS AND DESIGNER WRAPS
BikeLids are available in granite and standard colors: yellow, green, blue, red,
black, or to match custom Pantone colors. Logos and graphics can also be
added with mold-on graphics, vinyl graphics or a full vinyl wrap.

INTERIOR STORAGE HOOKS
Additional hooks for hanging coats and gear can be added to the interior steel
frame. They are offered in aluminum, power coated steel or stainless steel.

WINDOW FOR VALIDATION TICKET
An optional 3-inch by 4-inch validation window, with ticket clip, can be located
on the front shoulder of the BikeLid. The window is available for vendors who will
charge for secure bike parking on a pay-per-use basis and request users to
display a validation ticket.
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Compare the
features of
BikeLid®, bike
lockers, bike
shelters, and bike
racks
Compared to “bike lockers” of any manufacture, BikeLid is among the most durable
and secure forms of Class 1, outdoor bike parking solutions, and it is among the
easiest to install and maintain. The unit comes fully assembled and installs to any
ground surface in a matter of minutes.
BikeLid’s sculpted design protects both bikes and bike components, essential in the
emerging electric bike community. The raised shell allows for easy monitoring and
cleaning, even when locked. Finally, BikeLid’s unique and appealing sculptural
design turns heads, encourages use, and complements a wide variety of
architectural styles.
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